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FG I - Fire Fighter Agents

As the science and knowledge service of the Commission, the
mission of DG Joint Research Centre is to support EU policies
with independent evidence throughout the whole policy cycle.
The JRC is located in 5 Member States (Belgium, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands and Spain). Further information is
available at: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/
The vacant positions are within the Directorate for Resources,
Safety and Security Unit (R.I.5) within the Ispra Site
Department (R.I), JRC Ispra. The mission of the unit is to
develop and ensure a safe, secure and environmentally
sustainable working environment at the Ispra site, for its
personnel and visitors, the premises and the information held
on the site and to manage a reliable emergency response
service.

Position for:
FGI – Technical agent

We propose 3 positions as firefighters. Each successful
individual will work in the emergency response service
as fire fighter. His/her main duties are (amongst
others) to protect those working on the Ispra site in
emergency situations by responding to a variety of
situations such as fire alarms and emergency calls;
participating in nuclear emergency exercises; driving
the fire engine and ambulance; carrying out first aid
and rescuing at heights and from confined spaces. A
standard requirement of the job is to wear a uniform
and carry out shift work, if needed. The work can be
physically and mentally demanding, but there is a high
level of job satisfaction achieved from providing a
valuable service to the site.
Qualifications:

We are looking for dynamic and service-oriented
individuals capable of taking up this role. The
candidates should have at least 2 years of experience
in the field of fire and rescue. Experience in the field of
fire prevention would be desirable. Candidates should
be able to think and react quickly under pressure and
communicate effectively. Italian and English are
necessary considering the multi-lingual nature of the
Ispra site.
Directorate

Directorate for Resources

Unit

Safety and Security

Indicative duration

24 months initial contract with possible renewals up to
indefinite period

JRC Site

Ispra

Country

Italy
The candidate must be on a valid EPSO reserve list for
Function Group I contract staff.
Applicants to the following Call for expression of interest can
also be considered:

Rules and eligibility

CAST Permanent - EPSO has launched an open-ended
selection procedure to create a pool of candidates from which
the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the European
Union (EU) can recruit contract agents. Details available at
the
link
below:
https://epso.europa.eu/apply/joboffers/cast/2738/description_en
Auxiliary contract staff:
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/working-with-us/jobs/temporarypositions/contract-staff-members
Please note that due to the high number of applications
received only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

